Enhancing Lives...
One Person
At a Time
Serene Home Care was founded and created by the Segarra family. Being a family that is very passionate about helping others and recognizing the importance of contributing to the well-being of the community, a venture in healthcare was natural. The Segarras have spent years servicing Tampa Bay’s elder population by providing a warm and secure place to live in their two Assisted Living Facilities. While giving extraordinary care and feeling blessed to be able to help others, the next step was unmistakable — reach out to the community and meet the needs of others IN THEIR HOME.

The Segarras recognize that “home is where the heart is,” and thus, feel that home is where you should be safe, loved, and cared for, with all your needs met with dignity and respect. With this in mind, Serene Home Care was created with the mission of caring for the whole person - mind, body and soul; providing unparalleled care; and really connecting with our community by filling the gap of helping others maintain their independence at home.

Additionally, Serene Home Care has put together a talented, multi-lingual team of professionals that encompass every aspect of home care and personal care, along with years of experience and the desire to strive for excellence. Incomparable care is what you can expect; a caring heart, listening ear and open arms is what you deserve; and is precisely what you will receive with Serene. We promise to honor all whom we serve and live by our mission of Enhancing Lives …One Person at a Time.
Companion Care
We specialize in catering to the clients’ needs to ensure that quality of life is maintained and enhanced.
- Transportation to Appointments (Medical and Non-Medical)
- Escort for Shopping, Errands and Religious Services
- Accompany to Performances, Sporting Events and Clubs
- Stimulating and Engaging Conversations
- Help with Crafts and Hobbies
- Reading, Play Cards and Watch Movies
- Attend Family Gatherings and Visit with Friends
- Travel Assistance – Vacations and Flight Companionship
- Supervision of Home Management and Maintenance
- Managing Schedule(s) and Maintaining Calendar
- Phone and Correspondence Assistance
- Accompany While Walking

Homemaker Care
We graciously provide our skilled caregivers to be an extra set of hands when you may need it the most.
- Cooking and Meal Preparation
- Wash Dishes and Make Beds
- Linen and Laundry Service, plus Ironing
- Detailed Cleaning of Kitchen and Bathrooms
- Dust and Polish Furniture
- Vacuum, Clean and Polish Floors
- Take Out Garbage and Recycling
- Clean and Organize Closets
- Pet and Plant Care

Personal Home Care
We provide myriad health services to the client in their home. A personalized approach sets us apart as we create individual homecare protocols and coordinate services.
- Assistance with Daily Activities
- Help Walking and Exercising
- Personal Hygiene
- Dressing
- Grooming

Peace of Mind...
We will take the time to develop a comprehensive assessment, in-home or in a health care facility. We consult with physicians, healthcare team members, family and caregivers. We gather all pertinent information needed to be certain that we can meet our clients’ needs effectively and efficiently. We then construct an individual care plan that is the core of what will be implemented to enable our clients to maintain their health and enhance their independence.